).
system is based on the subjective decisions of observers, it is potentially limited in terms of interobserver agreement, particularly in differentiating category 2 lesions from category 3 lesions [12] . In addition, previous studies have shown its potentially limited validity for identifying malignant renal cysts because a considerable number of pathologically proven malignant cysts were classified as category 2 in the CT interpretations [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Inaccurate reader prediction of malignant renal cysts may be caused principally by two reader defects: inconsistent final decisions regarding the same findings and misperception of the imaging findings. Incorrect perception can be overcome by a certain degree of reader experience, consensus reading, and the use of MDCT. However, ensuring that readers make reliable decisions does not seem easy to achieve because decision making is a more complex process than per-OBJECTIVE. The objective of our study was to evaluate the feasibility and usefulness of the Bayesian classifier for predicting malignant renal cysts on MDCT.
MATERIALS AND METHODS. Ninety-three complicated cysts with pathologic confirmation were enrolled. Patient age and sex and seven morphologic features of the cysts including the maximum diameter, wall features, wall thickness, septa features, measurable enhancement of the wall and septa, presence of calcification, and presence of an enhancing soft-tissue component were used to train the Bayesian classifier. Four radiologists independently reviewed the MDCT images, and the probability of malignancy in each cyst was rated by the radiologists and the Bayesian classifier. The diagnostic performances of the radiologists' visual decisions and the Bayesian classifier were then compared using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis. The sensitivity and specificity were also compared between the visual decisions and the Bayesian classifier.
RESULTS. The area under the ROC curve for predicting malignant renal cysts by the Bayesian classifier was greater than the visual decisions of three readers (reader 1, p = 0.02; reader 2, p < 0.01; reader 4, p = 0.02) and was similar to the visual decision of one reader (reader 3, p = 0.51). The specificity for predicting malignant renal cysts was greater by the Bayesian classifier than by the visual decisions in readers 2 (p = 0.04) and 4 (p = 0.02) and was similar in readers 1 (p = 0.68) and 3 (p = 1.00). In terms of sensitivity, there was no significant difference between the Bayesian classifier and the visual decisions in all four readers (p > 0.05).
CONCLUSION. For predicting malignant renal cysts on MDCT, the Bayesian classifier is feasible and may improve diagnostic performance.
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Bayesian Classifier for Diagnosing Renal Cysts on MDCT ception. The unreliability of readers' decisions can potentially be improved using the constant decision making provided by artificial intelligence. From this viewpoint, the Bayesian classifier, an outperforming artificial intelligence for medical decision making, is anticipated to improve the diagnostic performance of MDCT for diagnosing malignant renal cysts. With this hypothesis, we developed a Bayesian classifier for predicting malignant renal cysts using MDCT findings. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the feasibility and usefulness of the Bayesian classifier for predicting malignant renal cysts on MDCT.
Materials and Methods Patients
A computerized search of our institution's medical records for patients who had undergone both MDCT and surgical excision of renal cysts from January 1999 to December 2006 generated a list of 146 patients. Of those 146 patients, reader 1, a board-certificated radiologist with 12 years of clinical experience with kidney CT interpretation at the time of the study, selected 101 patients with complicated cysts. A complicated cyst was defined as a cyst with at least one focus of septa, a solid nodule, and any calcification or wall thickening on MDCT. Of the 101 patients, four patients were excluded because they had not undergone contrast-enhanced CT and four were excluded because they had numerous renal cysts and identification of the surgically removed cysts was not possible. Finally, 93 patients (57 men and 36 women; mean age ± SD, 50 ± 12 years) were enrolled in this study.
MDCT Examination
The CT images were obtained using 4-and 16-MDCT scanners. All MDCT examinations consisted of unenhanced scans, corticomedullary phase scans, and nephrographic phase scans. The slice thickness for unenhanced scanning was 5 mm on both 4-and 16-MDCT. The slice thickness for corticomedullary and nephrographic phase scanning was 2.5 and 5 mm on 4-MDCT and 3 and 3 mm on 16-MDCT, respectively. All patients received 500-900 mL of oral contrast material (2% barium sulfate suspension [E-Z-CAT, E-Z-EM]) 30 minutes before CT examination. IV contrast material (iopromide [Ultravist 300, Bayer HealthCare]; or iopamidol [Iopamiro 300, Bracco]) was administered into an antecubital vein using a power injector (Percupump II, E-Z-EM) at a dose of 2.0 mL/kg to a maximum dose of 160 mL at a rate of 2.5-3.0 mL/s. The scanning delay for the corticomedullary phase was determined using the automatic bolus-triggering technique, which started scanning when the CT attenuation of a region of interest in the aorta at the renal artery level reached 100 HU; the scanning delay for the late nephrographic-early excretory phase was 120-150 seconds.
Database for the Bayesian Classifier
The flow of our study design in terms of collecting data and establishing the Bayesian classifier is illustrated in Figure 1 . To train the Bayesian classifier and establish internal strategies for differentiating malignant from benign cysts, we used seven MDCT and two clinical features. In terms of the seven MDCT features of the cysts, readers 1 and 2 reviewed the MDCT images in a consensus fashion. Reader 2 is a board-certified radiologist with 25 years of experience with kidney CT interpretation. Both readers were unaware of the information regarding pathologic diagnosis; however, they knew which kidney had been surgically removed. The two readers recorded the seven MDCT features for each cyst according to the image criteria of the Bosniak classification [16] and recorded each patient's age and sex. The MDCT features included the following: maximum cyst diameter; feature of the cyst wall (smooth or irregular); wall thickness (thick or thin based on visual inspection according to an arbitrary criterion of 3 mm); septa feature (no septa, a few hairlinethin septa, multiple hairline-thin septa, thickened smooth septa, or thickened irregular septa); enhancement of wall and septa (absence or presence); calcification (absence, fine or short segment of slightly thickened calcification, or thick and nodular calcification); and enhancing soft-tissue component (absence or presence).
Bayesian Classifier
We developed in-house software to determine the probability of malignant renal cysts according to the Bayesian classifier. A detailed explanation of the Bayesian classifier is presented in Appendix 1. Based on the training set of cases that included the nine features and the final pathologic diagnosis (benign or malignant), the Bayesian classifier was implemented. Note that the Bayesian classifier requires an assumption regarding the distribution of feature values of a specific class, so we assumed that feature values of each class followed a gaussian distribution. A sequential forward selection method was conducted to eliminate irrelevant features. To assess the cross-validation when selecting features, a leave-one-out method was used, 
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which split the data into a training set (n = N -1) and a test set (n = 1) that mutually exclusively and alternatively repeated the learning process until all data had been tested.
Predicting Malignant Renal Cysts
Seven months after the initial MDCT interpretations by readers 1 and 2, four radiologists independently reviewed the MDCT examinations of all study patients. The four readers included readers 1 and 2 who had participated in the initial MDCT interpretations, a board-certified radiologist with 6 years of experience with kidney CT interpretation (reader 3), and a resident radiologist with 3 years of experience with kidney CT interpretation (reader 4). These four readers recorded the seven MDCT features and patient age and sex. The seven MDCT features were the same as those used for the training set of the Bayesian classifier. The readers then rated the probability of malignancy in each cyst according to a 5-point scale: 1, definitely benign; 2, probably benign; 3, indeterminate; 4, probably malignant; and 5, definitely malignant.
The seven MDCT features and patient age and sex, all of which constituted the testing set of the Bayesian classifier, were transferred to the inhouse software by a computer engineer. The software then determined the probability of a malignant cyst according to the Bayesian classifier. Finally, for each reader, there were two probability scores for a malignant renal cyst including a score rated by each radiologist's visual decision and that given by the Bayesian classifier.
Statistical Analysis
To compare the diagnostic accuracy of the radiologists' visual decisions with that of the Bayesian classifier for predicting malignant renal cysts, we used receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) was compared both between each radiologist's visual decision and the Bayesian classifier and among readers in each method using the Z test. From this analysis, the optimal cutoff values that showed the greatest Youden's index [17] for differentiating benign from malignant cysts were extracted. Using those values, we calculated the sensitivity and specificity for differentiating benign from malignant renal cysts.
Results
Visual Decision
Of the 93 patients included in this study, 52 patients (38 men and 14 women; mean age, 47 years) had cystic renal carcinomas and 41 patients (19 men and 22 women; mean age, 53 years) had benign cysts on pathologic examination. The predictions of malignant renal cysts by each radiologist's visual decision and the corresponding pathology result are summarized in Table 1 . The pathology reports indicated a malignant renal cyst in 16-25% of the cysts with a malignancy score of 1-3 on visual decision, whereas 78-90% of the cysts with a malignancy score of 4-5 were proven to be malignant cysts. The (Fig. 2) . There was no statistically significant interobserver difference in the AUCs of visual inspection (p > 0.05).
From the ROC curves, a score of 4 was determined to be the optimal cutoff value for predicting malignant renal cysts in all readers; consequently, renal cysts with a score of 4 or 5 were considered to be malignant. The statistical parameters regarding the diagnostic accuracy according to this threshold are summarized in Table 2 .
Bayesian Classifier
The AUC of the Bayesian classifier from the training set, which was based on the MDCT interpretations by readers 1 and 2, was 0.960 (95% CI, 0.908-0.986). Using the Bayesian classifier, the probability of a malignant renal cyst was calculated according to the MDCT interpretations of the four read- Note-Data in parentheses are percentages of pathologically proven malignant cysts over cysts with a given malignancy score. a The readers rated the probability of malignancy in each cyst according to a 5-point scale: 1, definitely benign; 2, probably benign; 3, indeterminate; 4, probably malignant; and 5, definitely malignant. Fig. 2) . The AUC of the Bayesian classifier was greater than that of the visual decisions by readers 1 (p = 0.02), 2 (p < 0.01), and 4 (p = 0.02) (Fig. 3 ). There was no statistically significant difference in the AUCs between visual inspection by reader 3 and the Bayesian classifier (p = 0.51). There was no interobserver difference in the AUCs of the Bayesian classifier (p > 0.05).
The optimal cutoff values of the Bayesian classifier for differentiating benign from malignant renal cysts were 0.721 for reader 1, 0.781 for reader 2, 0.723 for reader 3, and 0.723 for reader 4. The statistical parameters regarding the diagnostic accuracy according to these thresholds are summarized in Table  2 . The specificity for predicting malignant renal cysts of the Bayesian classifier was greater than that of the visual decisions made by readers 2 (p = 0.04) and 4 (p = 0.02), whereas there was no difference between the Bayesian classifier and the visual decisions made by readers 1 (p = 0.68) and 3 (p = 1.00). For reader 2, eight benign renal cysts were correctly predicted by the Bayesian classifier but were incorrectly predicted by visual decision, whereas only one benign cyst was correctly predicted by visual decision but incorrectly predicted by the Bayesian classifier. For reader 3, seven benign cysts were correctly predicted by the Bayesian classifier but were incorrectly predicted by the visual decision, whereas no benign cyst was correctly predicted only by visual decision. The sensitivity for predicting malignant renal cysts was similar between the visual decisions and the Bayesian classifier in all readers (p > 0.05).
Discussion
Artificial intelligence, or "machine learning," is defined as follows [18] : a field of science and engineering concerned with the computational understanding of what is commonly called intelligent behavior, and with the creation of artifacts that exhibit such behavior.
As the present practice of medicine encounters the challenge of acquiring, analyzing, and applying a large amount of information, machine learning has been introduced to help clinicians determine diagnoses, make therapeutic decisions, and predict outcomes [19] . Programs that enable computers to function in ways that make people seem intelligent are called artificial intelligence systems.
Among the various algorithms of machine learning, the Bayesian classifier has been shown to outperform most advanced and sophisticated algorithms for many medical as well as nonmedical diagnostic problems [20, 21] . Therefore, the Bayesian classifier has become a benchmark algorithm that is preferred to any other advanced method in many medical domains [20, 22] .
In our study, the Bayesian classifier showed greater AUC than the visual decisions by three readers and greater specificity than the visual decisions by two readers for predicting malignant renal cysts. None of the readers' visual decisions was superior to the Bayesian classifier in AUC, sensitivity, or specificity. Therefore, we suggest that the Bayesian classifier not only is feasible but also can improve the diagnostic accuracy for predicting malignant renal cysts.
Compared with the Bayesian classifier, the human decision-making process seems to be potentially limited because human decisions may be inconsistent when multiple parameters should be comprehensively evaluated to make a single decision [23] . Furthermore, decision making based on observer experience may be incomplete because humans cannot correctly remember the diagnoses of all previous cases. Last, various physical or emotional states can interfere with human decision making. From this viewpoint, decision making using the Bayesian classifier can overcome these human limitations and thereby provide better diagnostic performance.
An additional advantage of using the Bayesian classifier is that various contextsensitive classifiers can be produced by modifying the threshold value. The setting of a higher probability threshold improves the performance of the Bayesian classifier but leaves a larger amount of data unclassified. The posterior probability thresholding allows tuning of the sensitivity and specificity of the classifier according to the relative cost of false-positive and false-negative predictions. A probabilistic model is well suited for clinical practice because it allows a radiologist to make another decision with low confidence cases.
Despite the many advantages of the Bayesian classifier over the human decision-making process, our computerized evaluation system based on the Bayesian classifier has potential limitations. First, our computer-aided diagno- 
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sis system differs from those used in mammography and screening chest CT because our Bayesian classifier establishes a diagnosis based on findings obtained by subjective human observation. Therefore, our computerized evaluation has the pitfall that inaccurate perception of the MDCT findings may lead to an incorrect diagnosis. Second, in clinical situations, many findings cannot be classified simply as nominal or ordinal data and therefore cannot be adequately evaluated by the Bayesian classifier. For example, the septa score in our study cannot completely express the characteristics of septa, and some minute but important findings can be adequately reflected only by human interpretation. Last, when the database is not completely filled, application of the Bayesian classifier is complicated. Therefore, to achieve optimal decision making, the Bayesian classifier and the human process should be used simultaneously.
The decision by the Bayesian classifier is affected by the disease prevalence in a study population. For example, in a database in which the disease prevalence is very high, the output of the Bayesian classifier may shift toward a high positive rate and vice versa [24] . Therefore, the disease prevalence in the database should be made similar to the natural disease prevalence. In this context, our study may be limited because the proportion of malignant renal cysts in our study population was greater than the natural prevalence of malignant renal cysts because only patients who had undergone surgical excision of renal cysts were enrolled in our study.
There has been controversy with regard to the validity of the Bayesian classifier in a population in which the assumed distribution of class-specific features is different from the actual distribution of features. However, in a comprehensive article [25] , investigators suggested that the Bayesian classifier can be valid even when the actual data do not follow the assumed distribution. Using this theoretic base, we conducted this study without considering the distribution of class-specific features.
There are limitations to this study. First, to select the study population, reader 1 chose complicated cysts from the primary candidates according to his MDCT observations. Although reader 1 is a board-certified radiologist, there is a risk that other readers might have disagreed with his primary decision regarding the determination of simple or complicated cysts in some patients.
Second, consensus observations by readers 1 and 2 were used for establishing the training data set of the Bayesian classifier. However, incorrect perception or misinterpretation of the MDCT findings is a potential risk and may have led to an inaccurate training set. To reduce this potential limitation, we used their consensus review rather than their individual reviews to generate a training set.
Third, readers 1 and 2 both participated in making the training set for the Bayesian classifier and in testing the Bayesian classifier. To minimize this potential limitation by eliminating the memory effect of both readers, the second review of the MDCT findings was performed 7 months after the initial MDCT interpretations. However, we admit that this time interval cannot change their inherent judgmental criteria.
Fourth, although this study included only patients who had undergone MDCT, examinations performed on both 4-and 16-MDCT units were included. To our knowledge, it is statistically impossible to compare the diagnostic accuracy between different populations. Two different types of MDCT scanners may produce different image quality and may need different scanning delays for the late nephrographic-early excretory phase, even though the difference should not have been substantial. Last, unfortunately, the software for evaluating renal cysts according to the Bayesian classifier is not generally available and adaptable to any facility, although the concept and use of the Bayesian classifier are widely accepted. Therefore, clinical trials similar to ours are available only to institutions that can develop in-house software.
Although several studies have been performed to determine the optimal scanning delay for the nephrographic phase, determining the optimal scanning delay is still difficult because the onset of the nephrographic phase is highly dependent on the methods of contrast material administration and patient characteristics [26] . Israel and Bosniak [27] recommended a scanning delay of 90 seconds; however, other researchers have reported a mean scanning delay of 120-160 seconds for the nephrographic phase [28, 29] . In our study, the scanning delay for the nephrographic phase ranged from 120 to 150 seconds because the scanning delay was changed during the study period.
In summary, our study showed that the diagnostic accuracy of the Bayesian classifier was the same as or superior to the visual decisions by radiologists: The AUC and the specificity of the Bayesian classifier were greater than those of the visual decisions in some readers. Therefore, the Bayesian classifier is feasible and may improve the diagnostic performance in predicting malignant renal cysts on MDCT.
